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1. INTRODUCTION 
There has been some recent interest [11-13, 18, 31, 35, 361 in the 
Cauchy problem for the non-linear wave equation 
q cp=@-Llq2= --I IqlP-‘q (1.1) 
in the case where p takes the critical value 
p* = 1 + 4/(n - 2). 
Here cp is a complex valued function defined in space-time R”+ ’ with n > 3, 
an upper dot denotes the time derivative, d is the Laplace operator in R”, 
and 1 E R +. The critical value p.+ is the maximal value of p for which the 
potential term is controlled by the kinetic term in the formally conserved 
energy E(cp, @), where 
and II .lI r denotes the norm in L’ = L’(W). The same problem has also been 
considered recently for the non-linear Schrddinger equation in the critical 
case [6, 321. 
A large amount of work has been devoted to the Cauchy problem for the 
equation (1.1) with initial data (q(O), Q(O))= (cpO, tiO) in the subcritical 
case 1 dp<p, (see [3-5, 7-10, 14, 16, 19-22, 25, 26, 28, 29, 331 and 
further references therein quoted). It is known in particular that for initial 
data (cpO, $0) in the energy space X0, which is closely related to H’ @L* 
(see the precise definition as (2.1) below; see also the end of this introduc- 
tion for a systematic description of the notation, a small part of which will 
be used in the qualitative description to follow), that problem has a unique 
global solution cp with (cp, 4) E (L” n W)( R, X0). For more regular initial 
data (cpO, tiO) E X, where X, is a space closely related to H’+“@ HP with 
p > 0 (see the precise definition as (3.1) below), it is known in addition that 
the regularity propagates in time, namely that (cp, 4) E (LEc n V)(R, X,), in 
a large number of interesting situations, although not if full generality. 
That result holds in particular for all p > 0 for n 6 9 [3,4, 25, 261, for p = 1 
for n < 12 (this is the case of the so-called strong solutions), and in some 
other intermediate situations, possibly after smoothing of the non-linear 
interaction at cp = 0. 
The critical case p = p* of the equation (1.1) was considered in [27] and 
more recently in [ll-13, 31, 35, 361 in not too high dimension and with 
special emphasis on sufficiently smooth solutions. There the global 
existence of smooth solutions was proved first for n = 3 in the spherically 
symmetric case [35], then for n = 3 without spherical symmetry [ 11, 361 
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as well as for some higher values of n [ 12, 13, 311. A similar result was 
proved by one of us [32] for the non-linear Schrodinger equation in the 
spherically symmetric case in dimension n = 3, by methods based on phase 
space analysis. 
The critical case p = p* of the equation (1.1) was also considered 
recently by two of us [9] at the lowest level or regularity, namely that of 
finite energy solutions, as a preliminary step to finite energy scattering 
theory for the equation (1.1 ), and a number of results were obtained that 
are relevant for the Cauchy problem (see also the last section of [8]). The 
critical case p = p.+ has also been considered recently in [ 181 at the level 
of regularity of finite energy solutions and of more regular solutions by 
methods similar to those of [7,9] and of the present paper. 
The purpose of the present paper is twofold. Our first goal, starting from 
the level of regularity of finite energy solutions, is to isolate some minimal 
information that would suffice to bring the critical case to the same level 
of development as the subcritical one. Our second goal is to show that the 
Morawetz estimate [24] provides that information, actually in a much 
stronger form than needed, in the case of radial (= spherically symmetric) 
solutions, thereby providing a completely satisfactory treatment of that 
special case. 
We now give a brief outline of the situation in the critical case, to be sub- 
stantiated by the results presented in this paper. We first consider the case 
of finite energy solutions, corresponding to initial data in the energy space 
X0, both for subcritical and for critical p, in order to locate the additional 
difficulties arising in the latter case. 
(1) By compactness methods, one can prove the existence of 
global solutions of the Cauchy problem for (1.1) such that (cp, @) E 
(L” n gw,,)(lR, X0). Those are the so-called weak solutions [22, 29, 331. The 
method works regardless of the criticality of p, but it does not yield the 
uniqueness of solutions. 
(2) Finite energy solutions of the free wave equation 0~ = 0 are 
known to possess a number of space time integrability properties (STIP) 
[7, 17, 23, 30, 341 (see Section 2 below for details). It is possible to solve 
the Cauchy problem for the equation (1.1) with initial data in X0 locally in 
time, namely in some interval Z= [ - T, T], by a method of contraction in 
a subspace of L”(Z, X,,) which embodies part of the STIP, both for the 
subcritical [S] and critical [9] case. This proves both the uniqueness and 
the local existence in time of such solutions. An important difference at this 
stage between the subcritical and the critical case is the fact that the time 
of local resolution can be estimated from below in terms of the size (in the 
present situation of the energy) of the initial data in the former case, 
whereas no such estimate exists in the latter. 
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(3) The solutions obtained at the previous stage satisfy the conserva- 
tion of energy and are therefore estimated in X,, for all times where they 
exist in terms of the initial data. By a standard argument, this proves the 
global existence of such solutions in the subcritical case, because of the 
estimate mentioned above on the time of local resolution. That argument 
breaks down in the critical case. A more delicate argument (see Proposi- 
tion 2.4 below) still allows for globalisation in that case, provided a priori 
estimates are known on the additional norms associated with the STIP. NO 
such estimate follows from energy conservation alone in the critical case. It 
turns out however that the following small subset of the STIP suffices to 
continue the argument: 
(A,) The solution cp is estimated a priori (as long as it exists) in 
L;&([w, L’O) in terms of the energy of the initial data for some qo, r. with 
l/q, = n/2 - n/r0 - 1 = (TV for some frO > 0. 
In fact, by bootstrapping that property together with the energy estimate 
through the equation, one can estimate the norms associated with the 
whole set of STIP of interest (see Proposition 2.3 below) and complete the 
proof of global existence of finite energy solutions with STIP in the critical 
case. 
We now come back to the case of weak solutions. 
(4) A more delicate argument, extending that given in [7] in the 
subcritical case, allows one to prove that weak solutions satisfying in 
addition (A,,) also possess all the STIP used for local resolution in step (2) 
above, and are therefore unique (see Proposition 2.6 below). 
We now come to the problem of regularity of solutions of the equation 
(1.1) for initial data in the space X, for p > 0, and address the question 
whether that regularity is propagated in time, or in an essentially 
equivalent way whether the equation (1.1) has global solutions in 
Lzc( R, X,), satisfying in addition the naturally associated STIP at the level 
of X,. Now initial data in X,, a fortiori belong to X0 and therefore lead to 
finite energy solutions with STIP as described in steps (2) (3) above. It is 
possible in the subcritical case, but not in the critical case to prove by 
direct estimation, at least for p not too large, that those solutions satisfy all 
the expected regularity properties at the level of X,. We therefore concen- 
trate on the critical case, where the following step cannot be dispensed 
with. 
(5) For p > 0, p not too large, one can solve the Cauchy problem for 
critical p locally in time in a subspace of L”(Z, X,) which embodies the 
STIP at the level of X,, thereby proving the uniqueness and local existence 
in time of solutions in that space. In addition, since the critical p at the 
level of X0 is subcritical at the level of X,,, one can estimate (from below) 
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the time of local resolution in terms of the X, norm of the initial data. 
Those solutions satisfy of course the conservation of energy and are 
therefore estimated a priori in X0 for all times for which they exist. 
(6) In order to prove that the solutions obtained at the previous step 
are global, which would imply that regularity at the level of X,, propagates 
in time, it would be sufficient to derive a priori estimates of the norms of 
those solutions at the level of X,. No such estimate follows from energy 
conservation alone in the critical case. It turns out however that such 
estimates follow through a suitable generalization of Gronwall’s Lemma 
(see Lemma 3.1 below) from energy conservation supplemented with 
estimates of the norms associated with the STIP at the level of X,,, and 
therefore from the additional condition (A,) through step (3) above (see 
Proposition 3.2 below). By a standard argument, this implies the existence 
of global solutions at the level of X, for small ,U > 0. 
(7) Once global solutions are obtained at the level of regularity of X, 
for some (small) p > 0, the fact that p is critical at the level of X0 becomes 
irrelevant because that p is subcritical at the level of X,. Therefore any 
method proving the existence of more regular global solutions or 
additional smoothness of solutions in the subcritical case works in the 
critical case as well. In particular all the results of [4] apply also in the 
critical case (see Proposition 3.4 below for a representative sample and 
[9a] for a complete treatment). 
(8) The finite energy solutions with STIP obtained at step (2) above 
satisfy the Morawetz estimate [9, 241. In the special case of spherical 
symmetry, that is also true for the weak solutions described in step (1) 
above (see Proposition 4.1 below). Furthermore, in that special case, the 
Morawetz estimate implies the condition (A,,), actually for the macroscopic 
value crO= (n - 2)/[2(n + l)], which is much more than required. This 
implies in particular that all the results described above (uniqueness of 
weak solutions, global existence of finite energy solutions with the 
associated STIP and of smooth solutions subject to the restrictions on p 
and it mentioned previously) hold in the radial case. 
The present paper is devoted to substantiating the previous discussion 
with mathematical statements, some of which are taken from [7, 93 and 
some of which are new. In Section 2, we consider the case of finite energy 
solutions. We recall the STIP of solutions of the free equation 0~ = 0 
(Lemma 2.2), we solve the Cauchy problem locally in time by a contraction 
method in a natural space g0 which embodies those STIP (Proposi- 
tion 2.1), we derive a priori estimates of the solutions in that space under 
the additional condition (A,) (Proposition 2.3), and we derive therefrom 
the existence of global solutions in that space (Proposition 2.4). We then 
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turn to the case of weak solutions, recall for completeness the known 
existence result (Proposition 2.5), and prove that weak solutions satisfying 
the condition (A,) belong to (and are estimated in) ?& (Proposition 2.6), 
thereby obtaining a preliminary version of the uniqueness result for weak 
solutions. In Section 3, we consider the problem of regularity of the 
solutions of (1.1). We solve the Cauchy problem with initial data in X, 
locally in time for p not too large by a contraction method in a natural 
space gp which embodies the STIP at the level of X, (Proposition 3.1), we 
prove that the solutions thereby obtained are estimated a priori in %Vp if
they are estimated in Y0 (Proposition 3.2), thereby paving the way to 
globalization (Proposition 3.3). We finally prove a typical smoothness 
result leading to the existence of strong and/or classical solutions in not too 
high dimensions (Proposition 3.4). In Section 4, we use the Morawetz 
estimate to conclude the proof of all the previous results for radial solu- 
tions. We first derive that estimate for weak radial finite energy solutions 
(Proposition 4.1) and derive therefrom the crucial (A,) (Proposition 4.2). 
The main results for radial solutions are summarized in Proposition 4.3. 
We conclude this introduction by giving the main notation used in this 
paper. For any r, 1 d r d co, we denote by 11 llr the norm in L’ E L’(W). 
With each r it is convenient to associate the variables a(r), B(r), y(r), and 
6(r) defined by 
a(r) = 2j?(r)/(n + 1) = y(r)/(n - 1) = 6(r)/n = l/2 - l/r. 
The argument r will often be omitted in c(, p, y, 6 if no confusion can arise. 
Similarly CI’, b’, y’, 6’ will refer to r’, etc. Of special interest are the values 
2* = 2n/(n - 2) and rS= 2(n + l)/(n - 1). We shall use the notation 
ys E y(r,) = (n - 1 )/(n + 1) and similarly cls, bs, and 6,. Pairs of conjugate 
indices are written as r and U, where l/r + l/r= 1. For any integer k, we 
denote by Hk 5 Hk(W) the usual Sobolev spaces. We shall use the 
homogeneous Besov spaces and the homogeneous Sobolev spaces of 
arbitrary order and the associated Sobolev inequalities, for which we refer 
to [l] and to the Appendix of [7,9]. We use the notation & 3 Bt)z(Rn) 
and Z!Zf = ZZ;( R”) for those spaces. For any interval Z, for any Banach‘space 
B, we denote by %‘(I, B) (resp. %$(Z, B)) the space of continuous (respec- 
tively weakly continuous) functions from Z to B. For any q, 1 6 q < co, we 
denote by Ly(Z, B) (respectively L&(Z, B)) the space of measurable 
functions rp from Z to B such that /lq( .); BII E Ly(Z) (respectively 
Ilcp( .); BII E L;b,(Z)). Finally we shall need the operators o = (-A)“*, 
K(t) = w ~‘sin ot, and Z?(ct) =cos wt. The operators K(t) and k(t) are 
bounded and strongly continuous with respect o t in Hk for any k E Ft. 
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2. FINITE ENERGY SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we consider the case of finite energy solutions of the 
equation (1.1). The basic space for the initial data (cpO, eO) = (q(O), @(O)) 
is the energy space 
&=(L**nfij:)@L? (2.1) 
We first recall some properties of the solutions of the free equation 
q q = 0 and of some related operators. The solution of the Cauchy 
problem for 0~ = 0 with initial data (cpO, tiO) at time zero is given by 
cp’“‘(t)=~(t)cpo+K(t)lC/,. (2.2) 
Such solutions with (cp,, tie) E X0 will be called finite energy solutions. 
The operator exp( +iot) satisfies the basic estimate [2,25] 
(2.3) 
for any r, 2 6 r d co. From that estimate one can derive the following 
results (see Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 in [9] ). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let L(t) be any of the operators oK( t), k(t), exp( + iwt). 
Then, for any (r, q) and (r’, q’) with 0 Q 2/q = y(r) < 1 and 0 d 2/q’ = 
y(r’) < 1, for any interval IC R, for any SE I, the operator 
u+ ‘dz L(t-z) u(z) 
s s 
is bounded from L”(I, @“) to Ly’(I, &r7BCr’)) with norm uniformly bounded 
with respect to I and s. 
LEMMA 2.2. (1) Let r and q satisfy 0 < 2/q = y(r) < 1. Then, for any 
cp E L*, exp( +iot)q belongs to Ly(R, B;B”‘) and satisfies the estimate 
/Iexp( fiwt)cp; Ly(R B;pcr))ll d C IId12. 
(2) Let r and p satisfy 
0 < 6(r) <n/2 
0 <p + 6(r) - 1 = 0 < l/2 
PG 1 -B(r) 
(2.4) 
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and let q satisfy l/q = (T. Then, for any (cpO, ll/,,) E X0, cp”‘(t) = 
k(t)% + K(t)ll/, E LqFt, Bf), cpO’(t) E k(t)ll/, - cAqt)cpo E Lq(R, By) 
and the following estimates hold 
(2.5) 
The STIP of the solutions of 0 cp = 0 are expressed in terms of a family 
of spaces depending on two parameters, for which one can take any two of 
the three parameters Y, p, and D connected by (2.4). The allowed region for 
those parameters is shown in Fig. 1 in the (p, a) plane. Of special impor- 
tance is the parameter (T which characterizes the regularity in space and in 
time. In particular the Sobolev inequalities connect spaces with the same 
value of (T. As an application, the previous STIP corresponding to p = 0 
and the standard embeddings &’ c L’ for 2 d r < cc imply that any finite 
energy solution cp of Cl cp = 0 satisfies 
cp E L”( R, L’) 
for l/q = e = 6(r) - 1 and 0 < CJ < l/2. This is precisely the type of STIP 
occurring in the assumption (A,), which is therefore a special case of the 
FIG. 1. Space time integrability properties of the solutions of the free wave equation. The 
case shown is n = 6. 
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STIP of finite energy solutions. Of frequent occurrence will be the more 
special case, labelled with the subscript M, where 
fJ M = l/q, = 6(r,) - 1 = l/r, = (n - 2)/[2(n + 1 )]. (2.6) 
We now define the following family of spaces, which embody the disper- 
sive properties of the finite energy solutions of the free equation in the form 
of the STIP of Lemma 2.2. For any interval Zc I&!, we define 
~~(Z)=~(~~,IC/):~~EL~(Z,B~)~L”(Z,L~*)~~~II/EL~(Z,B~~‘) 
for all Y, p, 0, q satisfying (2.4) and l/q = CJ}. (2.7) 
We also define the corresponding local spaces “?&,,,(Z) with Ly replaced by 
=Ycx and L” by LEc. Note in particular that YO(Z)c L”(Z, X0) and 
G&,(Z) c Lzc(Z, X0) for all Zc R. Lemma 2.2 expresses in particular the 
fact that all solutions of 0 cp = 0 with initial data in X0 (equivalently all 
finite energy solutions) belong to G&(R). 
We now turn to the full equation ( 1.1). In the rest of this section we take 
for p the critical value (1.2). We first show that the Cauchy problem can 
be solved locally in time by a contraction method in YO. We study that 
problem in the form of the integral equation 
cp = A(cp’O’, cp) = cp’o’ + F(0, cp), (2.8) 
where cp “I is the solution of the free equation 0~ = 0 given by (2.2) in 
terms of the initial data and 
F(s, q)(t)= - j’d~K(r-t)i Icp(z)lPP’ q(z). 
s (2.9) 
The following result is basically a simplified version of Proposition 3.1 in 
[9], the simplification resulting from special choices of parameters that 
were left free in that proposition. It is convenient o introduce the following 
auxiliary spaces. Let 0 < 20, < 2a, = (n - l)/(n + 1). For any interval Zc R, 
we define the space 
where 
%b(Z) = n LY’(Z, bf;), (2.10) 
i= I, 2 
l/q,=a,=pj- l/(n+ 1). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let n 2 3 and p = p*. Let o, satisfy 
O<o, QMin 
n-2 n+2 
2(n+ (n-2)(n+ 1) ’ > 
(2.11) 
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Let cp (‘I be a finite energy solution of the free equation 0 cp = 0. Then 
(1) There exists T> 0 such that the equation (2.8) has a unique 
solution in %o(Z), where Z= [ - T, T]. 
(2) For any interval Z containing t =O, the equation (2.8) has at most 
one solution in z?$o(Z). 
(3) Any solution cp of the equation (2.8) in X,(Z) is such that 
(cp, 4) E Ye(Z). In particular one can replace X,(Z) by go(Z) in parts ( 1) and 
(2) above. 
Sketch of Proof: The proof of parts (1) and (2) is the same as that of 
Proposition 3.1 of [9] with the special choice of parameters 
20, = y(r) = y(rS) = (n - l)/(n + 1). 
Part (3) is a consequence of Propositions 2.3 and 3.2 of [9] but we shall 
give a simplified proof of that property. Let cp E X0(Z) be a solution of (1.1). 
By Lemma 2.2, cp(‘) E go(R). It suffices therefore to prove that F(0, cp) E 
go(Z), and for that purpose by Lemma 2.1, that l~+l~-‘q E L@(Z, I$?“) for 
some q, r with 0 < 2/q = y(r) < 1. We choose r = rs so that also q = qS = rs 
and /Is = l/2. By Lemma 2.3 of [9], part (l), and the Holder inequality in 
time, we estimate 
II IqlP-’ cp; LYZ, q)ll d c II& LYZ, Bff)II II Idp-l; L”(Z, L”)ll, (2.12) 
where m = (n + 1)/2. The first norm in the right hand side of (2.12) is 
precisely that corresponding to i= 2 in the right hand side of (2.10). The 
second norm in the right hand side of (2.12) is equal to (see (2.6)) 
11 Iql(p-‘; L”(Z, L”)lI = (Iq?; L’M(Z, Lr,)llPp’ 
and is therefore controlled in terms of the norm in X,(Z) through the 
Sobolev inequalities provided (T, < oM < rs2, a condition which follows 
immediately from (2.11). Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.1. It follows from the proof of Proposition 2.1 that the time 
T of local resolution is determined by a condition of the type 
Max IIq(‘); LyS(Z, &;)I1 < R (2.13) 
;=1.2 
for some constant R depending only on u,, where Z= [ - T, T]. It follows 
from Lemma 2.2 and the Sobolev inequalities that the left hand side of 
(2.13) with I replaced by R is estimated in terms of the energy of the initial 
data, so that (2.13) can be fulfilled by taking T sufficiently small. That 
condition however does not yield an estimate of T in terms of the energy 
alone. 
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The solutions of (1.1) obtained in Proposition 2.1 satisfy the conser- 
vation of energy. That result is a special case and partial statement of 
Proposition 3.6 in [9]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let n Z 3, p = p*. Let I be an interval of R, containing 
t = 0, let cp (‘) be a finite energy solution of 0 cp = 0, and let cp be a solution 
of the equation (2.8) such that (cp, @)EY~,,~~(I). Then for all s and t in Z 
E(cp(t), 4(t)) = ads), 4(s)). (2.14) 
In particular (cp, 4) E L”(Z, X0). 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the lack of an estimate of T in terms 
of the energy pointed out in Remark 2.1 precludes the possibility of 
extending the solutions obtained in Proposition 2.1 to global ones by using 
energy conservation alone. We shall now show that globalisation follows 
under the additional assumption (A,). The first step is to derive a priori 
estimates in Y. from that assumption. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let n > 3 and p = p*. Let I be an interval of R 
containing t = 0, let cp (‘) be a finite energy solution of 0~ = 0, let q be a 
solution of the equation (2.8) such that (cp, @)EY~(Z), and let O-C l/q,= 
6(r,) - 1 = o. < l/2. Then (cp, 4) is estimated in Ye(Z) in terms of the energy 
and of Ilcp; LqO(Z, L’“)ll. 
Proof We concentrate on cp, the estimates for 4 being similar. From 
the definition of Yo, the integral equation (2.8), and Lemma 2.2, it suffices 
to estimate cp in Lq(Z, Bf.p8’r’) for arbitrary r with 0~ y(r) < 1. The case 
y(r) = 0 corresponds to L”(I, ki) and follows from energy conservation. 
We now take r with yS d y(r) < 1 (one should think of y(r) as being close 
to one) and we estimate 
IIF( LY(I, B;-“)ll < c II JcpI p- ‘qp; L4(Z, @)[I (2.15) 
for 2/q= y =y(r) by Lemma 2.1. By Lemma 2.3 in [9], we estimate for 
each t E 1 
II IdPpl cp; @II G c II% WII II l(Plp~‘llm~ (2.16) 
where /I’ - fi(r’) = 1 - l?(r) E 1 - /I and 
1 1 1 2 
m f r’ 
=a+a’=- 
n+l’ 
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Now y > ys implies /3 > l/2 > j?‘. The first norm in the right hand side of 
(2.16) is estimated by interpolation as 
Ilcp;lpI( <c Ilfp;ti;l12-“~ Jlq@py”fl-‘. (2.17) 
The last norm in (2.16) is equal to (see (2.6)) 
II I~IP-‘ll(n+1,,2= II’pIlFy (2.18) 
If yO and/or co is small in the sense that r. d r,+, or equivalently crO < G,,,,, 
that norm is estimated by interpolation and the Sobolev inequalities as 
IIdl,pnJ1 GC II’pII;o lI%~;-w-“? (2.19) 
where v is determined by the homogeneity condition 
n 2n -=- =v~+(p-l-v)(;-l+P) 
m -n+1 
or equivalently, after an elementary computation 
(2.20) 
so that 
4/[(n - 2)(n - l)] < v < 4/(n - 2) 
under the assumptions made so far. 
Collecting the estimates (2.16) (2.17), and (2.19), we obtain 
II lcplp-l cp; @II G c II4J; fii:ll--l-” II’pI/~o II% Bf.-T, 
where I is given by the homogeneity condition 
(2.21) 
;-/?=(p-i-v) j-1 +v;+A ;-1+p 
r > It (” > 
or equivalently, after an elementary computation 
y( 1 + A) + 2va, = 2. (2.22) 
Substituting (2.21) into (2.15) and using the Holder inequality in time, we 
obtain 
G c II% L”(I, k:)ll”-“-” llq; L”O(Z, Lro)ll” llcp; LY(I, B;-B)(lf (2.23) 
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If r0 and/or go is large in the sense that r0 > r,,, or o0 > G,,,, and assuming 
equality for definiteness and without loss of generality, the interpolation 
(2.19) becomes unnecessary or equivalently becomes trivial with 
v = p - 1 = 4/(n - 2). The estimate (2.23) still holds with now (2.22) 
simplified to 
y(l +i)=2y, 
which implies /Z-C 1 as soon as y > yS. 
For any y < 1, y sufficiently close to 1, it follows from (2.20), (2.22) that 
(2.23) holds with 1~ 1. When compared with the integral equation (2.8), 
(2.23) yields a strictly sublinear inequality and therefore an a priori 
estimate for the norm to be estimated, namely 11~; Lq(Z, Bi p8)11, in terms 
of the allowed norms. Note in particular that the presence of o0 >O in 
(2.22), and therefore the assumption (A,) is essential to allow for y < 1 and 
i < 1 simultaneously. Q.E.D. 
The previous proposition shows that the assumption (A,) yields a priori 
estimates in g0 for the solutions of (1.1) constructed in Proposition 2.1. We 
next show that such a priori estimates allow for globalisation. The 
argument is not quite standard because of the difficulty mentioned in 
Remark 2.1 and we give a proof of it for the sake of completeness. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that the solutions of the equation (1.1) 
obtained in Proposition 2.1 are estimated a priori in X0( .). More precisely 
assume that for all (cpO, $0) E X0 and any bounded interval Z there exists 
ME M(cp,, eO; I) < CC such that 
11% x,U)ll Q ~(4%~ $0; 1) (2.24) 
for any solution cp E X,(Z) of (1.1) with initial data (cpO, ttGO) at t = 0. Then 
those solutions are global, namely can be continued to solutions in X,,,,,(W). 
Proof: We restrict our attention to positive times. From the proof of 
Proposition 2.1, it follows that for each (cpO, I/~)EX~, there exists a 
maximal interval of existence of solutions [0, T,) with T, > 0 defined by 
T, = Sup{ t > 0: 3~ E X0( [0, t]) solution of (2.8)). (2.25) 
In fact the set occurring in (2.25) is non-empty by the existence part of 
Proposition 2.1. Furthermore the solutions associated with different t’s are 
extensions of one another by the uniqueness part of that proposition. Let 
cp E XO,,,,( [0, T,)) be that common solution. We shall show that T, = CC 
by contradiction, and for that purpose we shall use Proposition 2.1 
(together with time translation invariance of the equation) to solve the 
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Cauchy problem for (1.1) with initial data (q(s), e(s)) at time s for some 
s < T, in an interval [s, s + T] with s + T > T,. Let 
cp,(t)=k(t-s)(P(s)+K(t-S)~(S) (2.26) 
be the solution of Clap = 0 generated by the initial data (q(s), Q(s)) at time 
s. By Lemma 2.2, (cp,, 4,) E YO(R) and a fortiori cps E ?&t^,( R). The condition 
for local resolution in [s, s + T] is given by (2.13), namely 
where R is a constant depending only on 0,. Now for s < t < T,, cp satisfies 
the equation (cf. (2.8)) 
cp = cps + F(s, cp). (2.28) 
Using that equation and the estimates in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we 
estimate cps as 
Ilcp,; xo(C~, tl)ll d 11% %acC& tl)ll + c II% %tb(CJ, fl)lI”. (2.29) 
Now the a priori estimate (2.24) together with the fact that the norms in 
?& are defined by time integrals ensures that 
IIK %^o([s, tl)ll G 11% %^o(Cs, T ))ll dM(cp,, +,,; [0, T,]) (2.30) 
and that the middle member tends to zero when s increases to T,. In 
particular we can choose s sufficiently close to T, so that 
11~s; %b(Cs, T,))ll <R/2. (2.31) 
Since II po,; !&( [s, t])ll is a continuous non-decreasing bounded function 
of t, bounded by R/2 for t = T,, it remains bounded by R up to some 
s + T > T,, and one can solve the Cauchy problem for (1.1) up to s + T, 
thereby obtaining the required contradiction. Q.E.D. 
We now turn to the study of weak solutions of the equation (1.1). It is 
well known that compactness methods yield the existence of such solutions 
[7, 22, 29, 331. For completeness, we quote a typical form of that result in 
the special case at hand. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let p= p*, let (cpO, $,,)EX,. Then the equation (1.1) 
with initial data (cpO, t,bO) at time t = 0 has a solution cp satisfying 
(cp, 4) E CL” n %+.)(R x0) (2.32) 
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and the energy inequality 
for all t E IF!. 
E(cp(t), f+(f)) G Et%> $0) (2.33) 
Compactness methods do not yield any uniqueness property for the 
weak solutions. On the other hand, we know from Proposition 2.1 that the 
solutions of (1.1) with initial data in X0 are unique in gO( W) (or in X,(R)). 
In order to prove the uniqueness of weak solutions, it suffices therefore to 
show that solutions of (1.1) satisfying (2.32) also belong to go(R) (or 
5$(R)). In the subcritical case p < p*, that result can be proved with no 
further information, and was actually proved in [7] (see especially 
Lemma 3.3 in [7]). In the critical case, we shall prove the analogous result 
under the additional assumption (A,), which plays an essential role in that 
case. The proof consists in showing that for any interval Z, the norms in 
go(Z) are finite and estimated in terms of the norms in L”(Z, X,,) and in 
Lyo(Z, L’O), and is therefore somewhat analogous to that of Proposition 2.3. 
Note however that an estimate of one of the norms in go(Z) in terms of 
itself, even if sublinear, does not yield a proof of the finiteness of that norm: 
in fact, it could very well be infinite in the first place, so that the alledged 
sublinear estimate simply does not make sense. One has therefore to devise 
an induction procedure whereby a sequence of norms is estimated, each 
one in terms of the previous one, starting from the known ones and ending 
with that to be proven finite. This makes the proof significantly more 
complicated than that of Proposition 2.3, which is basically only a 
variation of the last step of the induction procedure. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let n 2 3 and p = p*. Let (cpO, tjO) E X0 and let cp be 
a solution of the equation (1.1) with initial data (cp,,, tiO) at time t=O 
satisfying (2.32) and 
v E q&,(R L’O) (2.34) 
for some go, r0 with 0 < l/q, = 6(r,) - 1 = a0 < l/2. Then (cp, 4) E CYOb,,oC(R) 
and for any bounded interval Z, (cp, @) is estimated in go(Z) in terms of its 
norm in L”(Z, X0) and of the norm of (p in Lyo(Z, Lro). In particular the 
equation (1.1) has at most one solution with initial data (cpO, $0) at time t = 0 
satisfying (2.32) and (2.34). 
ProoJ The proof follows closely that of Lemma 3.3 in [7], with the 
minor simplification that p is fixed at its critical value. We concentrate on 
cp, since the situation for ci, is similar. Since we know already that 
cp E L”(R, ki), it suffices to show that for any interval Z, cp E L4(Z, h: -B) 
for 2/q = y = y(r) < 1, y arbitrarily close to 1. For that purpose we fix such 
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an r and estimate cp in Ly(Z, &) for l/q = CJ for increasing values of p, or 
equivalently for increasing values of (T ranging from 0 to y/2. Let therefore 
ys< y < 1 and 0 6 20 < 2a’<y. We recall that CC, p, y, 6 refer to r, that 
1 -d==-CT==‘-CJ’, and l/q=a, l/q’=a’. We want to estimate cp in 
Ly’(Z, &“) knowing that cp E L”(Z, &). For that purpose we use the integral 
equation (2.8) and first estimate the integrand for fixed r by use of (2.3) as 
Ilf4- z) 191P- l9; &II 
<Clt-zl-‘/I I’PIP--1q3;&‘+2~-1)l 
<C/l-r/p II’p;bp:+2fi-1/( 11 IpIP-‘I(* (2.35) 
by Lemma 2.3 of [9], with n/m = 6 + 6’ and 6’ = 6(r’). Now since y 3 ys 
and 20’ < y or equivalently l/2 6 fi < 1 - p’, we have p < p + 28 - 1~ 
p’ + 2/I - 1 < fl< (n + 1)/[2(n - l)] d 1. We can therefore estimate by 
interpolation 
119; zq:+2fl- ‘/I < c Ilcp; fi;ll ‘-a’/* IIcp; By’” 
by choosing r’ such that 
(2.36) 
s’/s=(2-p’-2/II)/(1-p)=(1-~-Ua’)/(6-a). (2.37) 
We estimate the last norm in (2.35) by interpolation between the norm in 
L**, which is controlled by the norm in fil, and the norm in that L” which 
is controlled by the norm in &’ either by interpolation with the norm in 
fii if p < 0, so that 6(s) = 1 + a/(1 -p) for p 6 0 or by the Sobolev 
inequalities if p > 0, so that 6(s) = 1 + CJ for p 2 0. Whenever possible, the 
interpolation yields 
/I I’pIp-‘q;Bp’+*~-‘II dC I(9;hj:IIp-A I~rp;B;ll” (2.38) 
with A given by the homogeneity condition 
n/f--(p’+2j-l)=(p-A)(n/2-l)+A(n/r-p) 
or equivalently 
o’=Aa+y- 1. (2.39) 
Substituting (2.38) into (2.35), integrating over time, and using the Hardy- 
Littlewood-Sobolev inequality [ 15, p. 1171, we obtain 
IIF( L”(Z, &‘)I1 G C 119; L”(Z, fi;)llppA 119; Ly(I, &)I1 (2.40) 
which together with the fact that (9(O), @I(‘)) E ?Yo(Z), yields the required 
estimate. Note in particular that the relation between q’ and q needed for 
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the application of the HLS inequality is precisely (2.39), a typical feature 
of the case of critical p (for subcritical p we would get an additional power 
of 111 in (2.40)). 
In order to complete the proof, it remains only to be checked that the 
interpolation conditions for the last norm in (2.35) allow for the choice of 
a sequence of values of CJ for which that interpolation can be implemented 
at each step. The lower interpolation condition is (p - 1 )m > 2* or 
equivalently 
n/m=6+6’d(p-l)(n/2-1)=2 
and becomes after an elementary computation using (2.37) 
6(1 +y-fr-cJ’)d2(6-a). (2.41) 
That condition is satisfied for all C’ 2 0 if it holds for CJ’ = C, in which case 
it reduces to 
(6-l)(y-2a-l/n)<& (2.42) 
a condition which is easily seen to hold in the triangle of interest 
0<2o<y<l. 
The crucial condition which dictates the choice of y and of the sequence 
of 0’s is the upper interpolation condition. For p d 0, a case which cannot 
be avoided if g0 is small, as will be clear shortly, that condition reads 
6((p- 1)m) d 6(s) or equivalently 
(p-l)(n/2-1-o/(l-p))~n/m=6+6’=6(1+y-cJ-fJ’)/(l-p) 
which can be rewritten as 
l-y+a’-o<a(l-p))‘{p-2fl-(o’-o)}. (2.43) 
We now take 1 - y = E = c#- g for some small E > 0 to be chosen later 
(there is no other reason than notational economy to take the same E for 
those two quantities), so that (2.43) becomes 
which for G 2 0, y = 1 -a, and therefore (1 -p) < (1 -E) n/(n - 1) is 
satisfied if 
o2(n-2)&(1--E). (2.44) 
That condition cannot be satisfied for (T = 0, E > 0, so that it is impossible 
to start the induction if one knows only that cp E L”(Z, Ai). At this point, 
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the condition (A,) plays an essential role. In fact, if in addition cp satisfies 
(2.34), it is easy to see by interpolation and Sobolev inequalities that 
cp E L4(Z, &) for p 6 0 and 0 < l/q = c < co. In particular one can start the 
induction with CJ = CJ,,( 1-a) and (n - 2)~ GO,, (assuming without loss of 
generality that co < 6 - 1). The induction can then proceed by steps of E in 
CJ until one reaches the region p 2 0. 
For p 2 0, the upper interpolation condition reads 
(p- l)(n/2- 1 -a)<6(1 +y-o-0)/(1 -p) (2.45) 
and is easily seen to hold for the previous choice 1 - y = E = g’ - (T and the 
relevant values 0 < p < 1 - fi for E not too large (a sufficient condition is 
that ~<3(n*-n+l))‘). 
The last statement of Proposition 2.6 follows from the previous ones and 
from Proposition 2.1. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 2.6 is appropriate for the proof of uniquenes of weak 
solutions under the condition (A,) for arbitrary rrO > 0. However, if (A,) is 
available with CJ~ sufficiently large, more precisely with co > g,,,, (see (2.6)), 
then the proof of uniqueness of weak solutions simplifies considerably and 
the rather complicated induction of Proposition 2.6 is no longer necessary. 
We give a direct proof of that fact in Proposition 2.7 below. That proposi- 
tion also provides a simplified substitute for the use of Proposition 2.1 in 
the proof of the last statement of Proposition 2.6. A similar result appears 
in [lS]. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let n > 3 and p = p.+. Let (cpO, tjO) EX~. Then the 
equation (1.1) has at most one solution with initial data (cpO, I,$,,) at t =0 
satisfying 
cp E L&V4 L2’) n &&CR Lr?, (2.46) 
where q = 2n/(n - 1) and rM is defined by (2.6). 
Proof. By a standard argument using the time translation invariance of 
the equation (l.l), it is sufficient to prove uniqueness in a small interval 
[0, T]. For that purpose we use the integral equation (2.8) and we prove 
that the operator I;(O, cp) defined by (2.9) defines a contraction in the norm 
of L4( [0, T], L’) with 0 <2/q = y E y(r) < 1 on small bounded sets of the 
space 
!E = Lq( [0, T], L’) n L’Y [0, T], L’“). 
By Lemma 2.1, for cp 1, (p2 E X we estimate 
IIJIO, cp,) - F(O, (~2); Ly(CO, Tl, L’)ll 
bC II I’p,lppl ‘PI-I’P~I~~~ 472;~5~‘(CO, Tl,L’)ll (2.47) 
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for 0 < 2/q’ = y’ = y(r’) < 1 and /I + /I’ = 1. By the Holder inequality in space 
and time, we continue (2.47) as 
.‘. dcllcp,-(P2;~y(co, nL’)ll 1 II lcPIIP~‘;~m(w, ~l,~“)ll 
i= I,2 
with l/m = a + CC’ = 1 - (y + y’)/2 = 2/(n + 1) by homogeneity, 
... 6 c ll’pl -(P2; LY(CO, Tl, L’)ll 1 Ilqj; L’M([O, T], LrM)llpp’ (2.48) 
i= 1.2 
by (2.6). If ‘pi and (p2 are two solutions of the equation (1.1) with the same 
initial data (cpO, $,,) at t = 0, then (p, and (p2 satisfy 
‘pl -(P2=w4 (Pl)-m (P2). (2.49) 
Taking T sufficiently small for the last norms in (2.48) to be small and 
taking the norm of (2.49) in Ly( [0, T], L’), we obtain from (2.48) 
for some 9 < 1, which proves that cpi = (p2 in [0, T]. The statement of the 
proposition corresponds to the admissible choice r = 2* which yields 
q = 2n/(n - 1). Q.E.D. 
The main conclusion of this section is that the additional condition (A,) 
is sufficient to ensure both the global existence of finite energy solutions 
with the natural STIP and the uniqueness of weak solutions for the 
equation (1.1) with finite energy initial data, with some simplifications in 
the proof of those results if (A,) holds with aO>o,. We shall prove in 
Section 4 below that for radial solutions, the condition (A,) follows from 
the Morawetz estimate, actually with ITS = cr,,,,. 
3. REGULARITY OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section we consider the case of solutions of the equation (1.1) 
with additional regularity. The basic space for the initial data (cpO, $,,) is 
now the space 
with ,u > 0. We have defined X, in such a way that X, c X0 for all IJ 20, 
because we still want to use energy conservation. By Lemma 2.2, the STIP 
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of solutions of the free equation 0~ = 0 with initial data in X, are 
embodied in the definition of the space (cf. (2.7)) 
for all Y, p, g, q satisfying (2.5) and l/q = g} (3.2) 
for any interval Zc R. We now address the question whether the equation 
(1.1) for critical p and with initial data in X, has a unique global solution 
cp which is regular at the level of X,, by which we mean such that 
(cp, @) E: %Y~,,,oc(R). As mentioned in the Introduction, it is typical of the 
critical case that we cannot prove by standard estimates that finite energy 
solutions, namely solutions with (cp, $) E ~O,,,,c(lR) with initial data in X, in 
addition belong to YG,,Oc( R), and we cannot dispense with solving the 
Cauchy problem directly for (small) positive p. That step however is a 
minor and straightforward extension of Proposition 2.1. Let again 
0 < 20, < 2a, = (n - l)/(n + 1) and define the space 
3, (I) = n LIZ, B;; n b;;+ ~1 (3.3) 
i= 1.2 
for any interval Zc R, where l/q, = gi= pi- l/(n + 1). We can then prove 
the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let n > 3 and p = p*. Let o1 and u satisfy 
Let (cpO, t,!rO)e X, and let q”’ be the solution of 0~ =0 defined by (2.2). 
Then 
(1) There exists T > 0 such that the equation (2.8) has a unique 
solution in TV (I), where Z = [ - T, T], and T can be estimated as 
T2 C ll(vo, $01; x,ll -I”. (3.5) 
(2) For any interval I containing t =O, the equation (2.8) has at most 
one solution in .5$ (I). 
(3) Any solution cp of the equation (2.8) in f&(Z) is such that 
(cp, @) E GYP (I). In particular one can essentially replace XP (I) by CYfl (I) in 
parts ( 1) and (2) above. 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is a minor variation of that of Proposi- 
tion 2.1 and will be omitted. We simply remark that the estimate (3.5) on 
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the time of local resolution is typical of the fact that p, being critical at the 
level of X0, is subcritical at the level of X, for p > 0. Note also that part 
(2) of Proposition 3.1, which follows from part (1) by standard arguments, 
is also a special case of part (2) of Proposition 2.1. 
We shall now prove that the solutions of the equation (1.1) obtained in 
Proposition 3.1 are estimated a priori in ?!$ if they are estimated in gO. For 
that purpose we need the following generalization of Gronwall’s lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f(t), g(s, t), and k(s, t) be non-negative locally bounded 
functions defined for 0 < s ,< t < T, (possibly T, = co ), non-increasing in s, 
and non-decreasing in t. Assume that for some m > 0, k(s, t)” is an additive 
function of the interval (s, t), and that k(s, t) + 0 when t 1s for fixed s. 
Assume that for 0 < s < t < T, , the following inequalities hold: 
f(t)< Cf(s)+k(s, t)f(t)“g(s, t)‘-” (3.6) 
g(s, t)< Cf(s)+k(s, t)f(t)“.g(s, t)‘-” (3.7) 
for some C, 1< C < 00, and some 2, 0 < A< 1. Then f and g are estimated 
in terms of k as 
f(t) + g(0, t) d Cl expCC,k(O, t)“] f(0). (3.8) 
Proof We first use (3.7) to eliminate g in an approximate way. If 
g(s, t) > Cf(s), (3.7) implies 
g(s, t)” d (Cf(s))A + k(s, t)f(t)” (3.9) 
so that (3.9) holds in all cases. In particular g is estimated in terms of k 
and f as 
since 
g(s, t)<2”“-‘(Cf(s)+k(s, t)“‘f(t)) (3.10) 
(a + b)‘/” < 2’/“- ‘(a’/” + b’/“) 
for all a, b > 0, and in particular 
do, t) G 2 ““-‘(Cf(O)+k(O, I)“’ f(r)). (3.11) 
Substituting (3.10) into (3.6) yields 
f(t)<Cf(s)+clk(s, t)f(t)” ((Cf(s))‘-‘+k(s, t)(l-A)‘“f(t)‘p”} 
= Cf(s) + c,k(s, t)“” f(z) + c,(Cf(s))‘-” {k(s, t)l’Af(t)}” 
~(l+(l-~)~,)Cf(s)+(1+4c~k(s,t)“~f(t) 
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with cj, = 2” -i-)2ii, so that 
f(t) < 2”“Cf(S) + (2k(s, t))“‘. f(t) (3.12) 
since one sees easily that 1 + (1 - I)c, d 21/A and (1 + A) Cj, < 2”“. We now 
choose inductively a sequence 0 < t, < . . . < t, < . . . such that 
/qtj_,, t,)=2-(‘+“) (3.13) 
(the sequence may terminate if k(0, t) is bounded for large t). From the 
additivity of k(s, t)“, we obtain 
k(0, t,)“= i k(tj_l, tj)m=n2-(1+A)m (3.14) 
j=l 
so that the sequence {t,} is infinite and unbounded if k(0, t) is unbounded. 
On the other hand, we obtain from (3.12), (3.13) 
fttj)G2 1 + lWf(tjp 1) for j=l,2,... (3.15) 
so that for t,<t<t,+, 
f(t) < (21f “W) f( t,) d (21f 1’2C)n + ‘f(0) 
fexp{(l +2(l+lJm W, t)“)Wog X+ (l/A) Log 2)) f(O), (3.16) 
where we have used (3.14) to estimate n. The estimate (3.8) now follows 
from (3.16) and (3.11). Q.E.D. 
We can now estimate the solutions of Proposition 3.1 in YU. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let n33 and p=p*. Let O<~L< (n+ 1)/(2(n- 1)). 
Let (cpo, tie) E x,. Let cp (‘) be the solution of 0~ = 0 defined by (2.2). Let 
I be an interval of R containing t= 0 and let cp be a solution of the equation 
(2.8) such that (cp, @)EY,,(Z). Then (cp, 4) is estimated in Y@(Z) in terms tif 
its norms in Ye(Z) and of the norm of (cpo, ll/o) in X,. 
Proof. We concentrate on the case of positive times. We have to 
estimate the functions 
f(t)= Il(% 4);L”(CO, tl, fii:+wfi;)ll (3.17) 
and g(0, t), where for 0 <s 6 t 
g(s, t)= Il(cp, 4); L4(Cs, tl, ~;+p-poB’:~~)lI (3.18) 
for 0 < 2/q = y < 1, y arbitrarily close to 1. We fix such a y satisfying p < 8. 
Now for 0 < s Q t, cp satisfies the integral equation (cf. (2.8)) 
cp = cps + F(s, q,) 
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and the time derivative of that equation, where cp, and F(s, cp) are defined 
by (2.26) and (2.9), respectively. Taking the norms in the appropriate 
spaces, estimating (cp,, @,Y) by Lemma 2.2 and F(s, cp) by Lemma 2.1, and 
using the fact that 
we obtain 
f(t)<f(s)+C II l’plP-l cp;L”(C& 21, &+qll (3.19) 
g(s, t)<Cf(s)+C II lq4”-1 q;L”‘([s, 21, Bf,+D’)ll (3.20) 
for 0 6 2/q’ = y’ < 1, and y’ otherwise arbitrary. By Lemma 2.3 in [9] and 
the Holder inequality in time, and omitting the interval [s, r] for brevity, 
we estimate 
I( Iqplp-l ~p;L”‘(&+~‘)l( <C I(~p;L~“(B~.;t~-~“)ll 11IcpIP-‘;Lm(Lm)ll, (3.21) 
where ,u < 8” = 1 - /I’, 0 < 2/q” = y” < 1, and m = (n + 1)/2. Since p < /I, we 
can impose in addition that /I” < b and interpolate the first norm in the 
right hand side of (3.21) as 
(Icp; Lf(B ;,+ti-B”)~l <c II($); L”(lj;+y I-B”lB JIp; L4(~~+“-8)~~8”/8 
< cf(t)‘-““flg(s, t)B”‘C (3.22) 
The last norm in (3.21) is again equal to (see (2.6)) 
I( Icp(P-‘; L”(L”)II = IJcp; LyLyp--l 
and is therefore controlled by the norms of cp in 0X0 through the Sobolev 
inequalities. We are now in the situation covered by Lemma 3.1 with f and 
g defined by (3.17), (3.18), with 1= 1 - /?“//I and 
k(.c f)= II IdP-‘;Lm(r~, tl,L”)ll (3.23) 
which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1. Proposition 3.2 then follows 
immediately from Lemma 3.1. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.1. It is clear from the proof of Proposition 3.2 that we are not 
using the full set of STIP associated with C?JZ) but only the norm of cp in 
LrM(Z, LrM), corresponding to the special case rrO= c,,,, in the condition 
(A,). We shall prove in Section 4 below that for radial solutions, the 
assumption (A,) follows from the Morawetz estimate precisely for go = g,+,, 
so that in that special case, it will be possible to prove the global existence 
of regular solutions without relying on the theory of finite energy solutions 
given in Section 2. 
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The implications of the previous results on the regularity of the solutions 
of the equation ( 1.1) can be summarized as follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let n 3 3, let p = p*, and let 
(3.24) 
Let (cp,,, $,)EX,. Let IC R be an interval containing t=O and let cp be 
solution of the equation (1.1) with initial data (cp,,, Ic/O) at time t = 0 and such 
that (cp, @)E?I&Z). Then (cp, Q)E??I,,(Z). 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, we can solve the Cauchy problem locally in 
time in gfl for initial data in X,. By Proposition 3.2 any such solution with 
initial data (cpO, $0) at t = 0 is estimated a priori in ??JF (.Z) for any subinter- 
val .Z of I. Since the time of local resolution in ?Yp satisfies an estimate of 
the type (3.5), it follows by a standard globalization argument that the 
solution can be extended to gp(Z). Q.E.D. 
When combined with the results of Section 2, Proposition 3.3 shows that 
the assumption (A,) is sufficient o imply the existence of global solutions 
at the level of regularity of X, for p satisfying (3.24). 
We now turn to the problem of regularity of solutions, or in an essen- 
tially equivalent way, of global existence of solutions, at the level of 
regularity of X, for higher values of p. The problem is now very different 
because the value p = p* which is critical at the level of X0 is subcritical at 
the level of X, for small p > 0, where the problem is solved in the sense of 
Proposition 3.3. In particular (i) one can now derive further regularity of 
the solution in an iterative way by direct estimates tarting from the level 
of X, for small p > 0, and no further local resolution of the equation is 
needed, and (ii) any method that works for that purpose in the subcritical 
case should work with essentially no changes in the critical case. In 
particular one can prove the existence of classical solutions (CL > n/2 - 1) 
for n < 9 by the methods of [4], possibly after a suitable regularization of 
the non-linear term near cp = 0. As an illustration, we shall extend the 
regularity properties in the critical case to the level of X,, for 
by a method slightly different in technical detail from those of [4], thereby 
proving the existence of classical solutions for n < 5 and of strong solutions 
for n < 12. Similar results appear in [IS]. See also [9a] for a complete 
treatment. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. The same result as in Proposition 3.3 holds with the 
condition (3.24) on ,u replaced by the weaker condition (3.25). 
ProoJ: It s&ices to estimate the norms of (cp, 4) in ?!YP (I) for an 
arbitrary interval Zc R, for a sequence of values of ,u that increases from 
some p,, satisfying (3.24) to an arbitrary p satisfying (3.25), the norms for 
each p in that sequence being estimated in terms of those corresponding to 
the previous one. Let ZA and 11’ satisfy (3.25) and ,D -C p’. From the integral 
equation (2.8) and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we estimate (with a somewhat 
synthetic notation) 
Il(cp, 9); ~v,(OII G C Il(cpo, $o); x,AI + C II Id-’ cp; L”‘V, &:+“‘)I1 (3.26) 
with 0 < 2/q’= y’ < 1, y’ otherwise arbitrary. We shall estimate the last 
norm in (3.26) by using the following possible form for the norm in &Y, 
which is valid for 0 < p < 2, 
112 
Jorn dt t-‘-‘“(Sup Ilr,,a+r-ru-2~ll:)} , (3.27) 
I “I < I 
where zy is the translation by y E KY, as well as the form 
112 
‘-2p(sup IIr,rHll,2) (3.28) 
11’1 < f 
which is valid for O<p<l. Let f(cp)=IqIPP’ rp and ‘p+ =r&,,q. We 
consider separately the cases 3 <n 9 5, where p > 2, and n 2 6 where p < 2. 
For n < 5, f~ %?’ and we write (pointwise in x) 
=f’(cpNcp+ +cp- -2d+C (cp, -d’ 
5 




x Max(lf”(cp, )I, If”(c~)l). (3.29) 
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We now take r’ = 2 (namely /?’ = 0) in (3.26) and estimate the last norm for 
I*’ < 2 by substituting (3.29) into (3.27) with v =f(cp), p = /A’, and s = 2. 
Using the Holder inequality and the definitions (3.27) and (3.28) to 
reestimate the contribution of the two terms in the right hand side of 
(3.29), we obtain 
II I’plp-l cp; @‘II G c 11% WII II IcPIP-‘llm+ c II% &312 II l~r211m~ (3.30) 
where l/m + l/s= l/m’+ l/s’= l/2. We have used in addition the 
embedding &’ 3 &‘, c &, valid for any p and s. That embedding is not 
apparent on the definition (3.28), but is obvious on the equivalent dyadic 
norms for Besov spaces (see [ 11). 
We next estimate the two Besov norms in the right hand side of (3.30) 
by Sobolev inequalities, take the appropriate norms in the time variable, 
and apply the Holder inequality in time, thereby obtaining 
II Idp-’ cp; m;‘)II 
<c (Icp; Lqb;+p-fl )I1 II Ivlp-‘; L”(L”)lI 
+ c (I(& q~;+P’I’-B III2 II /cpIP-*; L”(L”‘)II> (3.31) 
where we have omitted the interval I for brevity and where 
0<2/q=y<l (3.32) 
l/Z’ = 1 -2/q = 1 - y. (3.33) 
The Sobolev inequalities can be applied provided 
p’-p<l-B (3.34) 
for the first term in the right hand side of (3.30), and in an obvious way 
for the second. The second norm in the right hand side of (3.31) is 
controlled at the level of X,, by Sobolev inequalities again provided 
P’-P=(P-l)kl (3.35) 
by global homogeneity in space-time, and provided l/q < (p - 1)/2 or 
equivalently by (3.32), 
y>3-p. (3.36) 
The last norm in (3.31) is controlled at the level of X0 provided 
l/l’ < (p - 2)/2, or equivalently by (3.33), 
Y ’ 2 _ PI2 (3.37) 
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which implies (3.36) for p > 2. There is no other reason than notational 
economy, but fortunately no harm, in taking the same r in the two terms 
in the right hand side of (3.31). Under the conditions (3.32), (3.34), (3.35), 
and (3.37), we then obtain, in synthetic notation 
+ c I(% 4Wp~,2112 Il(% 4); ~oll”-2. (3.38) 
We can now fix y satisfying the condition (3.32) and (3.37), which are com- 
patible for p> 2, and use (3.26) with r’=2 and (3.38) iteratively to derive 
the regularity of the solutions for a sequence of values of /J increasing at 
each step by (p - 1)~~ for a (small) pO satisfying (3.24), (3.34), and (3.35) 
thereby reaching any value of p’ that is compatible with the definition 
(3.27), namely any $ < 2. Actually, the value p’ = 2 can be reached by an 
ultimate similar step using the standard Leibnitz formula for the second 
derivative, the Holder inequality, and the known embeddings between 
Besov and Sobolev spaces. 
We now turn to the case n>6, where p<2. In that case we write 
(pointwise in x) 
f(cP+)+f(‘P~)-?f(rp) 
=f’(cp)(cp+ +cp- 43) 
Now by Lemma 2.4 of [9] 
If’(u) -f’(u)/ d c 124 - u[P- ’ (3.40) 
so that 
If(cp+)+f(cp- )-2f(cp)I 
~If’((P)II~++~--2~l+CCI~+-(plP. (3.41) I 
We estimate the last norm of (3.26) for p’+p’< 2 by substituting (3.41) 
into (3.27) with u = f(q), p = p’ + /I’, and s = F’. Using the Holder 
inequality and the definitions (3.27) and (3.28) to reestimate the contribu- 
tions of the two terms in the right hand side of (3.41), we obtain 
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with l/m + l/s = l/r’, but now only for 
,Ll’ + B’ < p. (3.43) 
We have used in addition the embedding &, c &zP, valid for all p and s 
and for p> 1. 
We estimate again the Besov norms in the right hand side of (3.42) by 
Sobolev inequalities, take the appropriate norms in time, and apply the 
Holder inequality to obtain 
/I IqI”-’ cp; L”‘(B;:+“‘))( <c I/q; P(Bj +“-q I( I’plp-l; L’(L”)JI 
+ c IIql; LqBf+fl”~-qP, (3.44) 
where q and r satisfy (3.32), 
l/1=1/$-l/q=l-(y+y’)/2, (3.45) 
and q = pq’, or equivalently 
py + y’ = 2. (3.46) 
The Sobolev inequalities can be applied provided 
p’-p6 1 -/I-/?’ (3.47) 
for the first term in the right hand side of (3.42), and 
B’GP(l -PI (3.48) 
for the second term. Under the condition (3.46), (3.48) reduces to 
p > (n + l)/(n - 1) which is automatically satisfied for critical p. The 
second norm in the right hand side of (3.44) is again controlled at the level 
of XP, by Sobolev inequalities under the homogeneity condition (3.35) 
provided l/Z< (p - 1)/2 or equivalently 
y+y’>3-p 
which however follows from (3.32) and (3.46), since under (3.46) 
y+y’=3-p+(p- l)(l -y). 
There is again no necessity for, but no harm in taking the same r in the two 
terms in the right hand side of (3.44). Under the conditions (3.32), (3.35), 
(3.43) (3.46), and (3.47), we obtain finally 
I( (cp(p-’ cp; L”‘(ly+“‘)I) 
6 c ll(% 4); qlll ll(% @I; “J,v-‘+ c Il(rp, 4); q&lP. (3.49) 
For fixed y and y’ satisfying (3.46), we can now use (3.26) and (3.49) 
iteratively to derive the regularity of the solutions for a sequence of values 
of ,u increasing at each step by (p - l)~,, for a (small) pO satisfying (3.24), 
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(3.35), and (3.47), thereby reaching any value of $ which is compatible 
with the definition (3.28), namely p’ < p - 8’. In order to make the upper 
limit on CL’ as large as possible, we choose y as large as possible, namely 
close to 1, so that y’ is close to 2 - p and we can reach any value of 11’ such 
that 
p’ < p - (2 - p)(n + 1)/[2(n - l)] = l/2 + Sn/[(n - l)(n - 2)] 
which coincides with the second upper limit in (3.25). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.2. As mentioned in the course of the proof, the result can be 
extended to p = 2 for 3 <n f 5 by a minor variation of the argument. This 
is however of little interest since once can pass from p > n/2 to arbitrarily 
high p by more elementary estimates. In particular the result of Proposi- 
tions 3.3 and 3.4 hold for any p > 0 if 3 <n d 5 and if the non-linear term 
in (1.1) is suitably regularized at the origin. 
The main conclusion of this section is that the additional assumption 
(A,), together with the results of Section 2, is sufficient o ensure the global 
existence of smooth solutions of the equation (1.1) in the critical case with 
essentially no more restrictions on smoothness than in the subcritical case. 
4. THE MORAWETZ ESTIMATE AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
In this section, we shall show that the Morawetz estimate [24] holds 
both for the finite energy solutions of the equation (1.1) obtained in 
Proposition 2.1 and for the radial (= spherically symmetric) weak solu- 
tions, and that in the latter case, that estimate implies the validity of the 
assumption (A,,), thereby implying that all the properties stated in the 
previous sections hold in that special case. 
We shall make repeated use of the following pointwise estimate, which 
holds for all radial functions q in fii n L2* in dimension n > 3: 
IxI(~-~)/~ I&)1 d ((n-2b,)p”2 IlV4112, (4.1) 
where 0, is the area of the unit sphere S,- , in R”. That estimate is proved 
by applying the Schwarz inequality to the identity 
q(r) = -Ja dr’ dcpldr’, 
r 
where r = (xl. In particular, if p is a radial finite energy solution of the 
equation (1.1 ), then 
IxI(~~~)‘~ Icp(x, t)l <((n -2)a,)-‘I* E(f)“* 
for all x and t, where E(t) is the energy of cp at time t. 
(4.2) 
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We introduce the functions g(x)= (x2 +Q*)-‘/~ and g, =V.xg. One 
checks easily that (n - 1) g 6 g, < ng and that dg, < 0 for all n > 3. We can 
now state the (regularized) Morawetz inequality. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let n 2 3 and p = pw. Let (q~,, $0) E X0 and let cp be 
a weak finite energy solution of the equation (l.l), namely (rp, @) E 
(L” nW,)(Z, X0) for some interval I containing t =O, with initial data 
(cpO, $0) at time t = 0. Assume in addition that either (i) (cp, c$) E YJZ) or (ii) 
cp is radial. Then for any s and t in I, s < t, cp satisfies the inequality 
W/n) jsf d7 1 dx g,(x) 1~47, x)1’+’ 
6Re{ (W), (xg.V+V.xg) cp(s)> 
- (9(t), (xg.V+ V.xg) v(t)> 1. (4.3) 
Proof. For solutions in C$(Z), Proposition 4.1 coincides with Lemma 4.3 
of [9]. The latter was stated in the subcritical case, actually for non- 
linearities more general than a single power, but the proof works verbatim 
in the critical case. We shall recall briefly the first steps thereof, since they 
are also needed for the proof in the case of weak radial solutions. The 
formal computation is well known, and the main problem is to justify it at 
the low level of regularity considered here. For that purpose, we introduce 
a family of mollifiers h,(x)=j”h,(jx) where h, is a %Ym function which we 
take to be radial non-negative with compact support and with J h, dx = 1. 
Let Hi be the operator of convolution with h,, namely H,cp = h, * cp. The 
operator Hi is bounded in L’ for I,< r d 00 and in H” for all s E R, com- 
mutes with derivatives, and tends strongly to 21 in L’ for 1 < r < co and in 
H” for all s E R! when j + CC (this family of regularizers is slightly different 
from that used in Lemma 4.3 of [9]). By the usual algebraic computation, 
which is justified after regularization by Hi and an elementary additional 
regularization in time, one obtains (cf. (4.32) in [9]) 
W/~)~rd~~d~g, IHd7,x)lp+] 
= ke{(Hc,b(s), (xg.V+V.xg) Hqn(s)) 
-(W(t), (xg.V+V.xg)Hdt))) 
+ s ’ d7 WHd7), CA, xgl.V&(T)) s 
+~'drRe<f(H~(r))--Hf(~(?)), sJ+W) s 
+ f' d7 2 Wf(Wt)) -4ift(cp(7)), xg.VH&)h (4.4) 
s 
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where f(cp)=J. I’pJpp’ cp is the non-linearity in (1.1) and the subscript .j 
on H has been omitted for brevity. Under the only assumption that 
(w, 4) E L&(X,), one sees easily that when H 4 3 (namely j + r;. ), the left 
hand side of (4.4) tends to that of (4.3), the first term in the right hand side 
tends to the right hand side of (4.3) and the third term tends to zero. The 
second term is negative and can be dropped. The critical term is the last 
term in (4.4). With only APE L “(fifn L“). the right hand vector in the 
integrand is only in L’(L’), and the left hand one in L’(L’*) with 
2, = 2n/(n + 2) uniformly in H, which is not sufficient to take the limit 
H -+ Q. For solutions in !U,,: however, one can use the STIP to gain 
regularity in space at the expense of losing regularity in time, where an L’ 
condition is superfluous (see the proof of Lemma 4.3 in [9] for details). 
We now turn to the case of weak radial solutions and rewrite the scalar 
product in the last term of (4.4) as 
(I-ul(f(H~)--f’(cp)),.~g.VH[~)+ (1.~1 (.f(c~)-Hf(cp)),.~g.VH~). (4.5 1 
where .< = .Y 1x1 ’ and the time variable r has been omitted for brevity. 
Regardless of spherical symmetry, the common right hand vector in (4.5) 
is bounded in L* uniformly in H and r (and converges to .i?g.Vq strongly 
in L’ pointwise in r when H + 21, a property which is not needed). We next 
show that the two left hand vectors in (4.5) are bounded in L2 uniformly 
in H and T and tend to zero strongly in L’ pointwise in r when H + II. In 
fact, the first left hand vector is estimated pointwise in .Y as 
and with p- 1 =4/(n -2) 
.._ <CIHq-o) E’j”‘-” 
by (4.2), so that 
by the Holder inequality, and the announced result follows from (4.7) and 
the fact that (PE L’(L’*). The second left hand vector in (4.5) can be 
expressed as 
j dx’W- -x’) 1x1 (f(cp(x)) -S(d.~‘))) 
= {H lx\f(cp)- I-ulf(q)} + i dx’h(x-x’)(lx’l - Ixl)J‘(cp(x’)). (4.8) 
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Now 
by (4.2) so that 
II Ixlf(q)ll2< cE”(“-2) IlcpIl;P-*’ (4.9) 
and the announced result for the first term in the right hand side of (4.8) 
follows again from the fact that (peL”(L**). 
The last term in (4.8) is bounded pointwise in x by (1x1 h) * If(q)/. Now 
lI(l4 A) *f(cp)ll2 d c ll-w.,,,~I, IlcplI5 (4.10) 
by the Young and Holder inequality. Since IIx~~II~,(~- ,) is independent of 
j by homogeneity, ((xi hj) Y f(rp) is uniformly bounded in L2. Furthermore 
since L* n L2* is dense in L2*, we can estimate 
IIWI hj) *f(v)ll2G llX~.jIIl IMll2+ IWll.,(,,-1, Ilm+hII** 
for a sequence {fk} in L2 n L2* tending to f(cp) in L2*, 
... 6 CV’ llfkll2 + IIf -fkll2*) 
which tends to zero when j -+ GO and k --) cc in that order. 
We have proved therefore that (4.5) is uniformly bounded in H and r 
and tends to zero for fixed 7 when H + II. By the dominated convergence 
theorem in the time integral, the last term of (4.4) tends to zero when 
H + II, which completes the proof of (4.3). Q.E.D. 
It is an easy matter to take the limit a + 0 in (4.3). 
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.1, the following 
estimate holds for all s, t in I, s < t : 
1jid7jdx~x~~‘(~(~,x)~~+’ 
s 
G C{ II (cp(s), 9(s)); Xoll 2 + Il(cP(th 4(t)); Xoll 2 19 
where the constant C depends only on n. 
(4.11) 
Proof: The result follows from (4.3) by taking the limit aJO and noting 
that the integrand in the left hand side is monotonously decreasing in a 
while the right hand side is bounded uniformly in a as indicated. Q.E.D. 
We can now prove that finite energy radial solutions satisfy the assump- 
tion (A,). 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. Let n > 3 and p = p*. Let (cpO, +,JE X0, (cpO, $,,) 
radial, let cp be a weak finite energy solution of the equation (1.1 ), namely 
(cp, (i))~ (L” nVW,)(Z, X0) for some interval Z containing t =O, and let cp be 
radial. Then cp satisfies the estimate 
I”* IIq; L’M(Z, L’“)ll Q c Il(cp, 4); L”(Z, &)(l(“-‘)‘(“+‘), (4.12) 
where (T,+, and r,,,, are defined by (2.6) and the constant C depends only on 
n. 
Proof: We write 
ltdtjdx Icj$“={,dtj”dx{(xl I(p(2’(n-2)} 1x1-l I(PJ~+~, (4.13) 
we estimate the bracket in the integrand by (4.1) and the remaining 
integral by (4.11) (note that r,,,, = p + 1 + 2/(n - 2)). Q.E.D. 
The results of this paper for radial solutions can be summarized as 
follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let n b 3, and p= p*. Let (cpO, tio)eX,,, (cpO, +,,) 
radial. Then 
(1) The equation (1.1) with initial data (cpO, tjO) at time t = 0 has a 
unique radial solution cp such that (cp, 4) E (L,zc n ‘&)(Iw, X,,). In addition, 
(cp, @)ESY,,,,~J[W), cp satisfies the conservation of energy (2.14) and 
(cp, 4) EL”@, X0). 
(2) Let in addition (cpO, tjO)~X, for some p satisfying (3.25). Then 
the previous solution satisfies (cp, +) E Y~,,Oc(jw). In particular cp is a classical 
solution tf 3 d n d 5 and p > n/2 - 1, and cp is a strong solution if 3 <n < 12 
andp>l. 
Proof Part (1). The equation (1.1) with radial initial data X0 has 
a unique (and therefore radial) local (in time) solution in %,, by 
Proposition 2.1. That solution satisfies the conservation of energy by 
Proposition 2.2 and is therefore estimated in L”(X,). It is therefore 
estimated a priori in LrM(LrM) by Proposition 4.2, and therefore also in YO 
by Proposition 2.3. It can therefore be continued to a solution in SYO,,oC(R) 
by Proposition 2.4. The stronger uniqueness in LEJX,) follows from 
Propositions 4.2 and 2.7 in that order. 
Part (2). This follows from Part (1) and from Propositions 3.3 and 
3.4. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.1. As explained before, the fact that Proposition 4.2 implies 
the condition (A,) for the “large” value co= B,,, and not only for small 
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go> 0 induces some simplifications and makes the full generality of the 
treatment in Sections 2 and 3 unnecessary. Most noteworthy are the facts 
that (i) the proof of uniquenes of weak solutions requires only the elemen- 
tary Proposition 2.7 and not the more complicated Proposition 2.6, and (ii) 
the proof of existence of regular solutions can be performed without relying 
on the treatment of finite energy solutions, as explained in Remark 3.1. 
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